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The software defined network and network function virtualization are proposed to address the network ossification issue
in current Internet infrastructure. Network functions and services are implemented as software applications to increase the
programmability of network. However, involving general purpose processors in data plane restricts the bandwidth of network
services. Therefore, to keep both the bandwidth and flexibility, a FPGA platform is suggested as a reconfigurable platform to
deliver high bandwidth virtual network functions on data plane. In this paper, the FPGA resource has been virtualized by
interconnecting partial reconfigurable regions to deliver high bandwidth reconfigurable processing on network streams. With the
help of partial reconfiguration technology, network functions on our platform can be configured without affecting other functions
on the same FPGA device. The on-chip interconnect system is further evaluated by comparing with existing network-on-chip
system. A reconfiguration process is also proposed and demonstrated that it can be performed on our platform. The process can
happen in the real time of network services and it is able to keep the original function working during the download of partial
bitstream.

1. Introduction

The Internet lays the foundation of our modern world. Com-
puter networks are supporting modern commerce, industry,
and the social networks. With the development of computer
network, people find it hard to deploy new network tech-
nology, services, and protocols in the Internet environment,
as the current Internet infrastructure is hard to manage,
upgrade, and evolve. In this situation the software defined
network (SDN) is suggested to explore the innovation in
network design and operation [1].

The SDN proposes to centralize the network control and
introduce the ability to program the network. As the network
is defined by software applications that is designed and
executed in operating systems on general purpose processors,
the capital and operational expenditures to manage and
upgrade network can be reduced. As complement to SDN,
instead of running network applications in real operating sys-
tem, network function virtualization (NFV) suggests to run

these applications in virtual machines [2]. So the hardware
resources of network can be isolated and shared.

Although running software network applications in oper-
ating system increases the flexibility and programmability of
network services, the general purpose processors can limit
the bandwidth of these network applications especially on
data plane. To maintain both the programmability and band-
width of network services, FPGA as a reconfigurable device
is another outstanding reconfigurable hardware platform for
NFV especially in the virtualization of network data plane.
To keep the advantage of NFV that share hardware resources
to multiple network services, the FPGA hardware platform
needs to be virtualized before delivering network functions.
However, the virtualization of FPGA resources is not as
mature as the virtualization of general purpose processors.

This paper explores the virtualization technology of
FPGA resources to deliver high bandwidth virtual network
functions. A NFV platform is implemented in this paper to
deliver network data plane stream processing on virtualized
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FPGA resources. The contribution of this paper includes the
following:

(i) An architecture is implemented to virtualize FPGA
resource. In the proposed architecture, the technology
of partial reconfiguration and on-chip interconnect
is adopted to isolate FPGA resource. The FPGA
resource can also be directly attached to the 10G
Ethernet without involving processing unit in the
network data plane.

(ii) The on-chip interconnect system in the proposed
architecture is evaluated and compared with existing
interconnect system.

(iii) A reconfiguration process that is able to switch partial
reconfigurable network functions in real time and in
a packet loss free manner is proposed and demon-
strated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the background. The overview architecture of the
proposed platform for reconfigurable network stream pro-
cessing is explained in Section 3.The on-chip interconnect in
the proposed system is evaluated in Section 4. The proposed
reconfiguration process is compared with typical partial
reconfiguration process in Section 5. Section 6 demonstrates
the experiment to validate the platform and demonstrate the
proposed reconfiguration process. Section 7 concludes this
paper.

2. Background

The SDN is a network paradigm that aims to decouple the
control plane and data plane of the network.The SDN enables
centralized control and management on the distributed data
plane of a network [3]. The SDN also suggests a standard
software control plane which can be independent from its
hardware [4]. Although the SDN only suggests a software
control plane, software data plane is often adopted as a
complement of the SDN concept. Especially, in data cen-
ters, software network switch is often used between virtual
machines that is deployed on the same server [5].

These software applications on network control and data
plane enlighten the concept of NFV. Network functions are
no longer treated as functions of an ASIC based hardware
platform built with specific purpose. Instead, they are now
software applications running on the operating system of
general purpose processors. Therefore, the virtualization
technology in computer system can be adopted to isolate
and share network resource to multiple tenants [6].The NFV
first proposed to virtualize the control plane by using the
SDN technology. Then both the control and data plane of a
network function are virtualized to deliver various network
services such as firewalls and load balancers. Furthermore,
services beyond the OSI application layer (such as video
processing services) are suggested as a complement of NFV
especially in data center environment [7]. The NFV inherent
many features and advantages from the SDN. For example,
network services can be fast and easily deployed by using
NFV technology [8]. The network can be adjusted based on
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Figure 1: A typical infrastructure of NFV and the service chain.

real-time traffic and the requirement of the network services.
But the NFV also has its unique advantages such as sharing
the physical network resources to multiple tenants [6].

Figure 1 shows a typical infrastructure ofNFV in data cen-
ters. Servers are the common hardware platform of NFV in
data centers [9]. The software that enables the virtualization
of servers is called hypervisor (also known as virtual machine
monitor) [10]. The hypervisor is responsible to isolate and
allocate physical resources on the computing platform to
individual virtual machines (also known as virtual network
function container in the terminology of NFV).The hypervi-
sor inNFV is often specialized for network virtualization. For
example, the hypervisor is often equipped with a hardware
or software network switch. Services deployed in virtual
machines can be connected on the demand of users to build
a chain of services as marked in the red line of Figure 1 [11].

Although moving network functions from hardware to
software decouple functions from its physical platform, it
reduces the performance of network functions. Therefore,
additional hardware accelerators are often required in the
network to meet the performance requirement. Moving back
to ASIC accelerators increases the coupling degree of control
and data planes which go against the design philosophy of
NFV. So FPGA as a reconfigurable but high performance
platform is adopted in this paper [12].

Similar to the NFV on general purpose processors,
NFV on FPGA should also be built on the virtualization
technology of FPGAs to share physical resources to mul-
tiple tenants. Partial reconfiguration has become the key
technology to enable the virtualization of FPGA resource.
Reference [13] explores the integration of partial bitstream
download process with the operating system. The hardware
environment of the FPGA virtualization is implemented in
[14], especially, PCIe interface has been set up as the interface
between processing unit and programmable logic. Reference
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Figure 2: A typical NoC based architecture for FPGA virtualization.

[15] improves the virtualization by enhancing the software
support especially for the data center environment.

Both the data and control plane are coordinate by the
processing unit in above researches. However, to virtualize
FPGA for network functions, involving general purpose
processors in data plane can reduce the performance espe-
cially the bandwidth. Therefore, instead of using processing
unit, FPGA based interconnect architectures are taken into
consideration in the virtualization of FPGA resources. The
research in [16] proposes a network-on-chip based design to
share FPGA resources. The research in [17] extends the NoC
based FPGA virtualization in the cloud computing. A typical
NoC based FPGA virtualization architecture is shown in
Figure 2. It is often composed of several partial reconfigurable
regions where accelerators can be deployed. Data commu-
nication between the deployed accelerators are transferred
through an interconnect system. I/Os are often attached to the
interconnect as well to communicate with off-chip network.
In this paper, following the concept of FPGA virtualization,
a FPGA virtualization platform is implemented to deliver
reconfigurable high bandwidth network stream processing
on the data plane of NFV.

3. Overview Architecture

In this paper, the aim of FPGA virtualization is to support
NFV. In other words, the physical FPGA platform should be
shared bymultiple network services requested bymany users.
In addition, the adoption of FPGA is to virtualize the network
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Figure 3: The overview of the proposed FPGA virtualization
architecture for NFV platform.

function on data plane. So the virtualized network functions
should support high bandwidth. Therefore, the virtualized
FPGA platform should support the following features: (a)
network functions should be configured independently, (b)
network functions should have high performance interfaces,
and (c) network functions should share the network inter-
faces of FPGA board.

The typical configuration of FPGA needs to reprogram
entire FPGA device. However, when a FPGA is shared
by multiple network functions, reprogramming one of the
functions needs to turn off all the other functions on the
board, which affect functions belonging to other services and
users. Therefore, the partial reconfiguration technology is
adopted. It partitions the FPGA into one static region and
several dynamic partial reconfigurable regions. The program
of partial reconfigurable regions will not affect the function
in static region and other partial reconfigurable regions.

The design feature of partial reconfiguration requires
static interface between dynamic regions and the static
region. So all the deployed network functions should be
attached with a standard interface to enable the partial
reconfiguration technology. The standard AXI4-stream is
utilized as the interface in this paper. To support high
bandwidth network function, an on-chip interconnect system
is also implemented in the static region to establish data
communication between dynamic regions.

FPGA devices often include limited number of network
interfaces. So the network interfaces should also be shared by
network functions when a FPGA platform is built to support
NFV. Therefore, the 10Gbps Ethernet interface is attached to
the interconnect and makes the interconnect forward data
at the Ethernet packet level. So all the dynamic regions are
able to have access to the off-chip network through the
interconnect.

The structure of the proposed FPGA virtualization for
NFV is suggested in [18] and is shown in Figure 3. It includes
a number of partial reconfigurable regions (PRR) and an
interconnect system. The 10Gbps Ethernet systems are also
attached to the interconnect system to transfer data with off-
chip network directly. A controller is also included to control
the interconnect system and orchestrate the reconfiguration
process of virtual functions (introduced in Section 5). All the
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Figure 4: The detailed structure of the interface and dynamic crossbar of the interconnect.

modules are running at 156.25MHz, which is the frequency
of the 10G Ethernet system with 64-bit data width.

A dynamic interconnect system is implemented and
forwards data between PRRs in the proposed platform. It
is composed of a dynamic crossbar and interfaces to PRRs.
The data are forwarded based on the local address signal in
parallel with the data signal (as the USER channel in AXI4-
stream standard). Each PRR is identified by a unique address.
The local destination address of a packet is added in the
interface. And the crossbar forwards packets according to
the attached local address. The architecture of the crossbar
and interface will be further introduced in next paragraph.
The 10Gbps network ports are also connected with the
interconnect system. All PRRs are decoupled from physical
interfaces and are directly attached to interconnect system
as pluggable independently accessible regions. This enables
reconfigurable processing on network streams. The whole
FPGA virtualization system is managed from the central
controller. Update information is transferred through the
central controller to set the value of memory-mapped control
registers and change the port map of the dynamic crossbar.
The central controller is also responsible to perform the
function reconfiguration process.Thedetailed information of
the process is given in Section 5.

The implementation detail of the dynamic crossbar and
interface is shown in Figure 4.The interface locates at the edge
of the interconnect system to bridge PRRs and PHYs with the
crossbar.The crossbar and interfaces are connected following
the AXI4-stream handshake standard.

The Ethernet address is translated into local address
according to the table in the interface. This table can be
updated from the controller through AXI4-lite interface to
enable real-time control on the interconnect system. The
local address is transferred in parallel with the data (as the
USER channel of AXI4-stream) until reaching its required
PRR. The interface is also responsible to buffer or release the
traffic. FIFO is added to temporarily store the data during
the reconfiguration of the interconnect. The FIFO can be
controlled from the central controller.

A forwarding table storing the map information between
local address and output port is stored in dynamic crossbar.

When a packet is received by the crossbar, its local address
(attached by the interface) is checked and the packet is
forwarded to the related output port by looking up the
forwarding table. The forwarding table is dynamic and can
be updated from the central controller through an AXI4-lite
interface.

Since all network functions are only attached to the inter-
connect system and are clearly decoupled from the high speed
I/Os, the flexible FPGA virtualization platform can deploy
and involve network functions where and when required.
Network streamprocessing unit can be reconfigured on PRRs
on per port, per independent flow, or per virtual network
basis. PRRs can also be reconfigured into requested functions
at run time without service disruption of or loss of data
(introduced in Section 5).

Therefore, a reconfigurable NFV platform with the fol-
lowing features is established: (a) independent virtual FPGA
resource or regions; (b) shared network interfaces by network
functions; (c) network developers being able to enhance the
already deployed functions in real time and in packet loss free
manner.

4. Evaluation of the Interconnect

The interconnect system plays a significant role in the
FPGA virtualization system, as all the received traffic needs
to go through the interconnect system before reaching its
destination. A low performance interconnect structure will
limit the performance of all the deployed network functions.
Therefore, the interconnect system of the proposed FPGA
virtualization platform is evaluated.

To put the resource utilization and network performance
of our interconnect system into perspective, the interconnect
system is compared with the public available CONNECT
[19, 20] and SOTA [21] network on chip. The SOTA mainly
targets the ASIC design. When mapping FPGA platform, the
SOTA needs large number of resources.TheCONNECT tries
to solve this problem at the cost of reducingmaximum router
frequency [22, 23]. In the following presentation, the resource
utilization in synthesis result of all the interconnect system
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Figure 5: The LUT resource utilization of CONNECT, SOTA, and
the interconnect system implemented in this paper.

will be compared. Then the cycle accurate simulation result
will be collected to evaluate the network performance.

Routers with 5 and 16 ports of all the three interconnect
systems are set up, respectively. The data width of both
CONNECTand our interconnect system is 64 bits.The SOTA
only supports 32-bit data width. And the resource utilization
in terms of LUTs is shown in the bar graph in Figure 5.
The implemented interconnect system uses the least resource
among all the three interconnect systems.

To compare the network performance, two traffic patterns
are set up and the load-delay curves are measured. The
first traffic pattern is uniform random traffic, where the
destination of each packet is set randomly. The second traffic
pattern is a hybrid traffic of two patterns. 90% of the hybrid
traffic is a static traffic pattern. The map of input and output
ports of the generated flows is fixed as shown in Figure 6.
And the loads of receive ports are equal to each other. 10%
of the hybrid traffic is uniform random traffic, which is the
same as the first traffic. The second traffic depicts a traffic
pattern where deployed functions heavily transfer data with
several other functions in the system and also talk to the rest
functions occasionally.

The result is shown in Figure 7. When all the three
interconnect systems are running at the same frequency, our
interconnect system can support maximum 4.3Gbps under
uniform random traffic and 5.8 at hybrid traffic, followed by
CONNECT with data width of 64 bits as shown in Figures
7(a) and 7(b). However, the higher maximum bandwidth is
at the cost of delay. Our interconnect system needs additional
40 ns at the situation of random traffic and 20–35 ns under
hybrid traffic. The three interconnect systems are compared
at their design frequency. Under both traffic patterns, the
delay of our interconnect system is similar to the 64-bit
CONNECT. But our interconnect can is still able to support
higher bandwidth as shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d).

The SOTA system has the lowest performance under
all the circumstances. This is because SOTA only supports
32-bit data width, which limits the performance extremely.
Different from our interconnect system and CONNECT, in
the SOTA system, the control information including address
is transferred in band with the DATA. This also introduces

1 2 3 4
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9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

Figure 6: The pattern for the static part of the hybrid traffic.

overheads. The CONNECT system has lower latency, espe-
cially when the system is not heavily loaded. This is because
CONNECT is designed for a computing system, where delay
is more important than bandwidth. Our system can support
higher bandwidth which is important in a network system.
Apart from bandwidth, 10G Ethernet interface and Ethernet
address translation are also attached tomake our systemwork
more directly with off-chip network.

5. Reconfiguration Process

The download process of partial bitstream takes time when
performing partial reconfiguration. As the PRR cannot
perform any function during this period, the adoption of
partial reconfiguration can introduce loss of service. To avoid
service loss, a function reconfiguration process is proposed
which can be free of packet loss on our NFV platform. This
reconfiguration process is introduced in this section.

Instead of occupying all PRRs by network functions, a
backup (empty) PRR is reserved only for the reconfiguration
process. As the empty backup PRR does not receive and
send any traffic, the bitstream for this backup PRR can be
downloaded without disturbing the existing traffic in the
system.When a function reconfiguration (i.e., from IP parser
to UDP parser in this example) is requested, partial bitstream
of the requested function will be firstly loaded on the backup
PRR. During the deployment of the partial bitstream on the
backup PRR, the rest of the platform including all the active
PRRs will not be affected or interrupted. The backup PRR
with the requested function will not be set into use until the
reconfiguration is finished. When the deployment of partial
bit stream on the backup PRR is finished (the requested
function is ready), the port map of the interconnect system
will be updated to forward the related data flows to the backup
PRR and stop forwarding data to the previous active PRR.The
previous backup PRR becomes active and the previous active
PRR takes the role of the new backup PRR for future function
reconfiguration.

As shown in Figure 8, the PRRs, interconnect system,
and the interfaces should be orchestrated properly during
the reconfiguration process. The central controller takes the
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Figure 7: The comparison between the implemented interconnect system and the existing SOTA and CONNECT interconnect.

responsibility of orchestrating the reconfiguration process.
Five steps need to be performed by the controller. Partial bit
streamof the requested function is downloaded from the host
PC to the backup PRR in the first step (a).The traffic needs to
be buffered in the second step. (b)The controller then updates
the port map of the interconnect in step (c). The traffic will
then be released from the interface and will be forwarded

through the PRR equipped with the new requested function
in step (d).

The proposed reconfiguration process can increase the
performance of the reconfiguration, since the platform is
still functioning during the download of partial bit stream.
The traffic only needs to be buffered when the port map of
the interconnect is being updated. The buffer time to enable
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Table 1: Resource utilization and partial bit file size.

VNF processor Flip flop LUT Partial bit file size (KB) Download time (us)
Ethernet parser 493 290 714 1785
IP parser 1268 1001 792 1980
UDP parser 2072 1451 846 2115
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Figure 8: The proposed reconfiguration process that supports function reconfiguration in real time has the following four steps: (a)
downloading partial bitstream to the backup PRR; (b) buffering the traffic; (c) updating the interconnect; (d) releasing the traffic.

packet loss free for the common reconfiguration process
and the proposed process is compared in the following
paragraphs.

In the common process of partial reconfiguration, the
traffic needs to be buffered during the download of the bit
stream to enable packet loss free reconfigurable services,
since the PRR is not functioning during the period of
reconfiguration. The required download time of the partial
bit file according to their sizes are shown in Figure 9. The
partial reconfiguration is requested through Vivado using
the typical configuration of the reconfiguration controller
(ICAPE2 at 100MHz). As the partial bit file needs to be
sent to the reconfiguration controller, the size of the bit file
has a strong influence on the time of reconfiguration. The
resource utilization, size of partial bit file, and download
time of a set of 64-bit network functions are shown in
Table 1. The Ethernet parser which has minimum partial bit

file size needs 1785 microseconds to be downloaded. The
UDP parser takes the maximum download time which is
2115 microseconds. Following the common reconfiguration
process, these times translate to excessive buffering resources
as shown in Figure 9.

During our proposed reconfiguration process, data flows
need to be buffered only when the interconnect system is
being updated, since the previous function is still running
in the active PRR. The buffer time required in this process
is only the update time of the interconnect system. And the
size of the partial bit stream will not affect the buffer time.
As introduced in Section 3, the port map of interconnect
system is updated through AXI4-lite interface.The size of the
update data will influence the buffer time. The size of each
destination-output port pair of the forwarding table is 8 bytes.
The time and buffer needed to reconfigure the interconnect
system in packet loss free manner are shown in Figure 10.
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Table 2: Resource utilization.

Component Flip flop LUT BRAM
NoC interface 446 267 3
NoC router 10398 22268 0
Central controller 994 432 2
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Figure 10: Time and buffer needed for packet loss free NoC update
time.

The result indicates that the time to update interconnect
system is at the level of microsecond (Figure 10) compared
to the common partial bit stream download time which is at
the level of hundreds of microseconds or even milliseconds
(Figure 9). As the proposed NFV platform is still able to
process data flows during the download time of the partial
bit stream, the proposed reconfiguration process can shorten
the time required to buffer the traffic.Therefore, the proposed

process enables a packet loss free reconfiguration between
network functions where no data or packets are lost during
the process. By adopting the proposed process, network
developers will be able to change network functions on
demand without stopping the traffic.

6. Experiment and Demonstration

Table 2 shows the resource requirement for an interconnect
system with 16 ports. The NFV platform is implemented
on the NetFPGA SUME board with Xilinx Virtex-7 690T
FPGA chip [24]. The Network Master Pro MT1000A from
Anritsu is used to generate and analyze the proposed NFV
platform.The accuracy of the latency of the traffic analyzer is
100 nanoseconds. The traffic analyzer also has a built-in 100-
nanosecond latency (measured in a loopback mode). This
built-in latency has been removed in the following result.
The network analyzer is connected with the 10Gbps SFP+
optical transceivers on the NetFPGA through one-meter
single mode fiber. As the accuracy of the traffic analyzer is
100 nanoseconds, the latency of the fiber (5 nanoseconds per
meter) is ignored.

To demonstrate the interconnect system on real hard-
ware, an Ethernet switch is set up. The interconnect system
firstly runs at the frequency of the 10G Ethernet system
(156.25MHz). Then the interconnect system also runs at
higher frequency (200MHz). As shown in Figure 11(a), in
the system at 156.2MHz, the 10G Ethernet system is directly
connected with our interconnect system. And in the system
at 200MHz (Figure 11(c)), the clock converters are inserted
between the 10G Ethernet system and the interconnect sys-
tem. The traffic on both configurations is the same: receiving
two data flows and forwarding to the same output 10G
Ethernet interface.

The influence of throughput on the latency is shown in
Figure 11(c). And the influence of packet size is shown in
Figure 11(d). The 156.25MHz system can achieve ultralow
latency (500 nanoseconds and 1 microsecond for minimum
and maximum throughput, resp.), for the 200MHz system,
1.2 microseconds and 1.9 microseconds for minimum and
maximum throughput, respectively. The clock converter in
200MHz system introduces more delays, because the clock
converter needs to insert invalid clock cycles (low tvalid clock
cycles in AXI4-stream) in a packet when it converts from a
clock domain with higher frequency (200MHz) to a clock
domain with lower frequency (156.25MHz). But the transmit
side of 10G Ethernet system always needs a complete packet
(no invalid clock cycles in the middle of a packet) from the
inner system of FPGA. So there must be a FIFO to store a
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Figure 11: The experiment was set up at 156.25MHz (a) and 200MHz (b). And the latency under different data rate (c) and Ethernet packet
size (d).

complete packet, eliminate invalid clock cycles introduced by
the clock converter, and then send the entire packet to the
10G Ethernet system. This store-forward FIFO increases the
latency.Therefore, the NFV platform runs at the frequency of
10G Ethernet system which is 156.25MHz.

A reconfiguration between IP and UDP parser is also
demonstrated. The demonstrated process is shown in Fig-
ure 12. IP parser is initially deployed in an active PRR and
is processing the current data flow. Then the bit stream for
the UDP parser is downloaded in the backup PRR. After the
proposed reconfiguration process, the traffic is forwarded to
the backup PRR to make the deployed UDP parser process
the traffic. Then the previous active PRR into UDP parser is
configured and the traffic switches back to the active PRR by
using the proposed reconfiguration process.

The number of parsed packets in each PRR is recorded
as shown in Figure 13. The backup PRR starts parsing the
traffic in the 20th to 30th second. The packets are processed
in the backup PRR from 30th to 70th second. The previous
active PRR is then configured intoUDPparser and is then put
into use after 70 seconds. The backup PRR becomes available
again for reconfigurations in the future. The total number of
packets is recorded by the traffic analyzer which is 77518546.
The count of packets parsed in eachPRR is 42708766 (original
active PRR) and 34809780 (original backup PRR). No packet
is lost during the whole process as the total number of
counted packets in FPGA is the same as the total number

of transmit packets recorded by traffic analyzer (34809780 +
42708766 = 77518546).

7. Conclusion

To keep both the bandwidth and the flexibility of network
services, this paper suggests FPGA as the hardware platform
ofNFV to deliver network data plane functions. To isolate and
share FPGA resource tomultiple network services, this paper
proposed a NFV platform to deliver reconfigurable network
data plane stream processing based on the virtualization of
FPGA resource.

A FPGA virtualization architecture is implemented. It
includes several partial reconfigurable regions communicat-
ing through on-chip interconnect system. The performance
of our on-chip interconnect system is compared with existing
network-on-chip architecture. The result shows that our
interconnect can support higher bandwidth up to 4.3 Gbps
under random traffic at 156.25MHz. A reconfiguration pro-
cess to switch partial reconfigurable network functions in
real time is proposed and demonstrated. In this process,
network functions can keep running during the download
of partial bitstream. Experiment has been done to evaluate
the proposed platform in real traffic. In the experiment, the
platform is forwarding network stream from two input ports
to one output port. It is possible to run at maximum 9Gbps
with the latency of 1 microseconds.
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Figure 13: Network function virtualization in data centers.
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